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The Serio river:
return trip

The Adda
where there
was a lake
Route 01a

Lenght: 16 km
On dirt track: 11 km
Time: 1 h 20 min
From Spino to Boffalora and back
Leave the 18th-century building of
Villa Zineroni Casati (see pages 17-18)
behind you and get into the street just
in front of you named via della Vittoria.
At the traffic light move onto the cycle
track in the direction of the cemetery;
here turn right towards the country in
the direction of the hamlet Fornace. You
are pedalling into one of the oldest
streets of the territory, which was built
in Visconti time to bound the castle of
Melegnano with the prestigious court
in Pandino. The dirt street runs straight
until it meets a barrier you have to
cross and then it keeps on running onto
one bank of the Adda river. Go past
a ford and cycle onto the main road,
going past the farmstead Mezzanino.
Now pedal in the direction of the
residential area of Boffalora d’Adda
and at the first stop sign turn right
and then immediately left into via
Vittorio Veneto. At the traffic light get
into via Roncadello and follow the
rows that lead you to the farmstead
Fasola. Go past the homonym hamlet
and its canal, and then turn right to
reach the ruins of a farmstead. At the
crossroads go straight ahead and then
turn onto the asphalted road on your
right that leads to the little rural hamlet
Barbuzzera, which lies in the common
of Dovera. At the stop sign turn left
and then cross the Paullese Street; be
careful, there’s always a high density
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of traffic. A dirt track brings you to
Nosadello, a locality at the foot of San
Pantaleone church. It was built in 1923
onto the basis of an older medieval
building. It has a round plant and an
octagonal dome cladding, which are
typical of the neo-Romanesque style,
even if it presents also gothic and
renaissance features. Continue your
route and cycle past two channels,
and then at the first traffic light turn
left to get onto a cycle track. In a
few minutes you are near a cemetery,
where the track bounds you with the
itinerary of the Channel Vacchelli.
Follow it to come back to the city
centre of Spino d’Adda.

Route 01b

Route 01c

Lenght: 19,3 km
On dirt track: 13 km
Time: 1 h 30 min

Lenght: 5 km
On dirt track: 1,6 km
Time: 30 min

From Spino to the oratory of the Paladino and back
From the parish church in Spino cycle into via Roma; at the roundabout turn right into via
Sudati and continue until you reach the fields. Go past an industrial building and at a big
rural complex turn right. Follow the rows towards the Bocche di canal Marzano to reach
and go past the Channel Vacchelli. Then turn left and go past a building for the regulation
of the water flow, always cycling along the side of the channel. At the intersection with
the Adda move towards it to pedal onto the right bank of the river and continue until you
meet a barrier. Here take the turning on your right that runs through the fields and leads
you to another riverbank. Now turn left near a farmstead to get onto the opposite bank
and pedal for a few hundreds metres, then slope down to reach the other bank. Get onto
it and at the following farmstead go down again pedalling onto the holme between the
two banks until you reach the barrier of the Regional Park Adda Sud. At the intersection in
front of you turn right and at the following stop sign turn left getting onto the main road.
At the crossroads turn right again in the direction of the locality Castello, where there’s
the pretty little porch of the oratory of the Paladino, a religious renaissance building lying
next to a little church of medieval origin. After a short visit continue you route onto a dirt
track and go past the farmstead San Martino to reach the Channel Vacchelli. Cross the
water flow and pedal until you reach the asphalted street on your right that leads you to
the residential area of Spino. At the first houses of the hamlet turn left onto the cycle track
of via Ungaretti and at the roundabout turn right to cross a little parking. From here it’s a
short run to the cycle-pedestrian passage very close to the parish church of Spino d’Adda.

Variant to Gradella and to the castle of Pandino
Near the farmstead San Martino (see route 01b) a street runs ahead in the direction
of the bell tower in Gradella. This rural centre dates back to the 10th century and
presents peculiar yellow houses with red finishes that give the quarter a trim look.
In 1558 became Gradella the feud of the Maggi family and it remained under its
dominion until last century, thus maintaining its particular disposition. That’s the reason
why this little hamlet is considered to be one of Italy’s most beautiful villages. Cycle
among the houses and at the statue of the Madonna dedicated to the dead turn into
via Maggiore to reach the church in Nosadello. At the traffic light bare left to follow
the cycle track until the centre of Pandino, where you can visit its famous castle.

Route 01d
Lenght: 3 km
On dirt track: 1 km
Time: 15 min
Variant to the Madonna del Bosco
From the centre of Spino d’Adda cycle
along via Martiri della Liberazione that
bounds you with the cycle track leading
to the industrial area. At the stop sign turn
right into via Madonna del Bosco and
cross the main road Paullese to reach the
sanctuary (see page 28). The building and
the paintings in the presbytery (see page
43) are worth the visit. Now go back to the
stop sign you met before and turn right to
reach again the Paullese Street. Pedal for
about two hundred metres and then take
the turning on your right that runs through
the fields and leads near the residential
area of Barbuzzera, connecting you to the
route 01A.

The battle of Agnadello
The famous battle fought in may,
14th 1509 near Agnadello was the
consequence of the hostility of the
Venetian government in the former
century, when it actuated a tenacious
policy to expand its territories. In reply
to the Most Serene Republic’s tactics,
an alliance occurred in December 1508
among the Italian and international
powers, who were directly interested
in contrasting the Venetian threat and
in stopping their advance. The famous
agreement signed in Cambrai by Pope
Julius II, Lewis XII and Maximilian I, who
were the leaders of the Papal States, of
the French Monarchy and of the Holy
Roman Empire, provided the division
of the Venetian domains conquered by
the Most Serene Republic in the former
Milanese territories. In April 1509 the
French army, which was considered
to be one of the most efficient in the
whole Europe, passed over the natural
border signed by the Adda, entering in
that way the enemy territory. The target
was the fortress in Pandino, which was
strategically fundamental for its proximity
to the boundary street between Crema
and Cremona, the same street used by
Venetians to get supplies. Bartolomeo
d’Alviano, a soldier of fortune that was
recruited by the Venetian government,
led his soldiers towards the same city,
trying to reach the allied troop captained
by Nicolò Orsini, in order to join forces

with them and stand off the French
attack. Unluckily, they never reached
them and on 14 May 1509 the two
enemy troops came into contact. Both the
French cavalry and the Venetian troop
were marching in the same direction, but
the Frenchmen were faster and reached
the rearguard of the Venetians; one of
the most atrocious battles of the Italian
Renaissance began. When he heard of
the fight, Orsini was standing in Pandino,
which is a few kilometres far from the
battle-field, but the news arrived too
late: most of his soldiers had already
deserted and the few remaining militaries
were not able to resist the French assault.
This may be the reason why Orsini
decided to gather together his men and
to direct towards the lagoon, leaving
the conquered land stations. Their retire
stopped only in Mestre, just outside
the town of Venice, because nobody
in the former Venetian cities wanted to
welcome a defeated army. Lewis XII and
his allied had obtained more than they
had thought to, reducing the Venetian
territories to the heart of the Most Serene
Republic. A chapel and a cross stand
onto the battlefield. The faithfuls use to
hang clothes to the cross, which once a
month are customary burnt.

Route 02a
Lenght: 23 km
On dirt track: 14 km
Time: 2 h
From Crema to Sergnano and back
From the centre of Crema follow the cycle
track lying on the side of Viale Santa Maria
della Croce. Go past the majestic Renaissance
Sanctuary (see page 42) and then continue
carefully onto the main road. Turn right on
via Donati and cycle until you reach the
entrance of a quarry, where you have to take
the dirt track that runs along the perimeter
of the quarry to reach the river. Here a short
path snaking through the trees bounds the
previous track with another dirt road that
passes in front of a farmstead. Cycle along
it and at the following farmstead turn right
towards the cemetery of Pianengo. At the
parish church turn right into via Convento and
cycle in the direction of the fields, going past
the Observant Friars Minor’ Monastery; this
building has been of private property since
1769, when the Marquises Zurla bought it for
the first time. A lot of deep restorations have
changed the original setting of the building,
of which only two porches of the minor yard
remain. Cycle through the cultivated fields
and at the first crossroads turn left onto the
path that runs parallel to the river and that
underpasses the Provincial road, to reach
again the river’s bank. Follow the dirt track
that brings you to the sober building of the
Sanctuary of the Virgin of Binengo (see page
29); the inner fine decorations of the religious
structure are worth the visit. Continue your
route going past to the parish church, whose
first construction dating back to the year
1000 is still notable, even if it has often been
modified, and then go past the near Oratory

of Saint Roch. This is one example of the Italian
typical religious architecture of the XV and XVI
Centuries. At the traffic light turn right towards
Casale Cremasco, and then turn onto the dirt
track on the right that starts just opposite the
entrance of the Galbani factory. Cycle through
the fields and at the crossroads near the river
turn right onto the rugged path that leads
you to the SP 64 (main street). Cross carefully
the main road and turn left, leaving the river
behind you. Now take the first dirt turning on
your right in the direction of the residential area
of Ricengo, cycling again onto an asphalted
road. At the stop sign go straight ahead and
then take the first turning on your right. Cycle
along the street to reach the dirt track that runs
along the river Serio and makes you reach a
wildlife reserve. Here turn away from the river
and return onto a road used both by cyclists
and vehicles. Continue until you reach a
channel with a cycle track on its side; get onto
that track and follow the flow of the Vacchelli
Channel to reach the centre of Crema.
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Lenght: 37 km
On dirt track: 13,8 km
Time: 3 h
The route starts from the centre of
Crema, precisely from the historic
opening of Porta Serio, where you
have to turn right into via IV Novembre;
cross a parking on the left cycling in
the direction of the river Serio. At the
river course follow the dirt track on
the right that runs on the riverbank,
underpass the bypass and go past
the town water-purifier to reach the
outskirts of Ripalta Cremasca. Now
take the uphill street on the right of a
private park wall, which leads you to
the centre of Ripalta Nuova and then
to the main road you have to cross.
Continue straight ahead into via XXIV
Maggio and get onto the cycle track
that runs just in front of you; go past
the hamlet Zappello into via della
Pace and reach the residential area of
Bolzone pedalling onto the cycle track
that now borders the channel to meet
the first houses of Capergnanica. Enter
the village and at the 17th-century
church dedicated to the Holy Trinity
go straight ahead into via Gianfranco
Donati to go past the majestic building
of an old mill (see page 21). At the
stop sign turn left to admire the blade
that once moved the millstone of
the mill Chizzoli. Before leaving the
village you can’t do without visiting the
parish church of Saint Martin, which
is a 15th-century building enlarged
at the beginning of the XVIII Century
hosting a fresco of Gian Giacomo

Barbelli. The fine 18th-century court
of Palazzo Robati is also noteworthy.
Get on your bicycle and continue the
route pedalling onto the cycle track
that borders the street on the left and
at the end of it turn left onto the dirt
path that snakes through the fields.
Cycle in the direction of the Madonna
delle Suchéte (see page 28). The
path ends near the main street; now
cross it carefully and go on into via
delle Industrie. Go past the industrial
buildings and then take the first turning
on your left towards the bell tower that
rises up among the roofs of Casaletto
Ceredano. Follow the street and at
the stop sign turn left passing next to
the monumental building of a former
abbey and to the close parish church
of Saint Peter Martyr of Verona, one
of the most ancient churches of the

Cremasque, which was rebuilt in the XVIII Century in rococo style. Now turn
right to reach the town hall that in brief appears in front of you. Follow the street
that now bears left and at the stop sign take via dell’Incastrone, which runs
straightforward. Pedal until the end of the street and then turn right onto the cycle
track; at the following stop-sign turn left and continue your route in the direction of
the residential area of Chieve. Just before the roundabout take the street on your
left called via San Rocco and cross carefully the main street bearing left, then turn
immediately right in the direction of Bagnolo Cremasco. It’s a short run to another
cycle track that starts on the left and leads to the centre of the village. Now turn
right into the gentle uphill street to get into via Mazzini and then turn immediately
left into via Paolina Crespi e Antonietti to reach the square dedicated to Aldo
Moro. At the stop sign turn left passing between the little porch of the 18th-century
church of the Crucifix and the imposing baroque edifice of Saint Stephen’s parish
church. Cycle on into via Carlo Lamera and at the stop-sign turn right into via
Dante Alighieri; now turn left into via Bernardino Visconti, which brings you out
of the village. Here take the sliding path on the left that runs through the fields
becoming dirt and at the first crossroads turn right onto a gentle uphill track that
leads to the residential area of Vaiano cremasco. At the stop sign go straight
ahead and reach the monumental arched door of Villa Borromeo; here bear
right and go past the park of the villa and at the traffic light go straight towards
Palazzo Pignano. The route continues to reach the precious Channel Vacchelli

(see page 61), which is bordered on its
right by a cycle track. Pedal onto the
protected way along the channel bank
and enjoy the stunning environment
that opens in front of you; the church
named Santa Caterina del Moso
(see page 32), which overlooks the
channel, is noteworthy. Cycle on to
arrive to an imposing work of hydromechanical engineering, through
which the river Moso overpasses
the channel Vacchelli. Now take the
dirt street on the left of the river and
continue your route; pedal over a
bridge that overpasses the Moso,
then turn right and then immediately
left. At the stop sign lying in the
outskirts of Trescore Cremasco cross
the street and cycle straight into via
Verdi for a while, then turn right into
via Milano, which leads you to the
square where the magnificent parish
church of Sant’Agata stands. This
church is considered to be one of the
clearest examples of the 18th-century
architecture in the Cremasque. Now
pedal into via della Chiesa, which
is the first turning on the right of the
church façade, and at the stop sign
turn left. At the following stop sign turn
right into via Agostino Magri and cycle
on until the first intersection with the
main street; here turn right and cycle
onto the cycle track that starts in front
of you. Go past a roundabout in the
direction of Cremosano and reach
the centre of the village; turn right just
before the local cemetery (see page
30) towards the fontanili. Go past a
little chapel; from here it is a short
run to the two springs called Fontanile
Fontanone and Fontanile Fontanino (see

“focus on”). Return onto the track and
at the first crossroads turn left; at a
communal waste depot turn left again
and return to the centre of the village.
At the stop sign turn left into via della
Bassa and then turn right into via XXV
Aprile, moving onto the cycle track.
Cross the main street you meet after
a short while and turn left, remaining
onto the protected track. Go past the
channel Vacchelli and pedal along
the cycle track that leads you to the
outskirts of Crema through the hamlets
San Benedetto and Mosi.

In the centre of Crema
To enter the historic centre od Crema
the visitor has to pass under monumental
arched doors; behind them a net of
narrow paved streets wides, along which
elegant renaissance palaces stand
with their beautiful loggias and ancient
stonewalls. In the middle of the urban
plant there’s the square of the Dome,
which is harmoniously surrounded by
porches of 16th-century buildings that
form a worthy frame around the majestic
religious construction. The cathedral is
dedicated to Our Lady of the Assumption
and it was built between 1284 and 1341
on the place of the pre-existing Romanic
church that had been burnt in 1160
by the troops of Barbarossa. The new
church, which was proudly reconstructed
by the municipality, presents a façade
that is higher than the roof of its navies
and it is divided into three bands by
pilasters, reflecting the inner three-navystructure. The rhythm of the prospect is
beaten by the repetition of the arched
motif, which returns in the splayed arch
portal, in the profile of the double lancet
windows and in the feature of the three
arcades; they are almost as high as the
top of the building and are surmounted
by rows of little blind arches. Noteworthy
is also the precious rose window, which is
a characteristic Gothic feature. The inner
part of the church maintains Romanic
elements, such as the medieval frescoes
and painting of famous Renaissance

artists, such as Civerchio, Guido Reni
and Francesco Bissolo, besides parts of
the ancient walls in the apse and the
fine crypt. The solemn building hosts also
an interesting wooden crucifix of the XIV
Century, which is an object of veneration
for the inhabitants of Crema. The
façade of the town hall palace, which is
constituted by loggias, stands opposite
the Dome; it was built from 1525 on a
pre-existent block of ancient buildings,
among which the most significant is the
solid tower with Guelph crenellation; this
construction has overtopped the little
palace called Pretorio since 1286, which
once was the seat of the chief governor.
An imposing triumphal arch characterizes
the square; it is surmounted by a little
couple and by a fastigium, on which a
clock stands. Some private buildings,
whose trade function still persists today,
take up the whole southern side of the
square, while on the northern side of the
Dome you can see the Bishop’s Palace
(1548 – 1549), a clear testimony of the
religious and civil representative role of
the square, which hosts fine Lombard and
Venetian works of art.

From Casaletto Vaprio to Capralba
and back
From the train station of Casaletto
Vaprio turn right into via Montello
and then continue bearing right into
via Roma. Cycle until the end of the
village and go straight into via delle
Valli that brings you to the first houses
of Quintano. Here follow the street
that bends left and then take the dirt
path on the right that runs through
the fields. Follow the track and at the
first intersection turn left. Pedal among
the splendid green countryside of the
Cremasque. At the following crossroads
turn right; after a short while the fontanile
in Ora, which is one of the widest of the
area, appears next to you. The route
continues through the fields onto the
dirt path in the direction of the hamlet
Farinate. Enter the residential area and
turn left to cycle among the houses of
the little village. At the stop sign turn left
getting onto the cycle track and cross
the street to continue in the direction of
the Farmstead Volpino, until you reach
a crossroads. After a short deviation
to the left that lets you visit the fontanile
Quaranta go (or pedal!) back and cycle
straight towards the Farmstead Volpino;
the track you can see on your left leads
to the fontanile Benzone. Go past the
farmstead Volpino and continue straight
forward, pedalling along the bank of
the channel to cycle then onto the track
that snakes through the fields to reach

Lenght: 13 km
On dirt track: 7,3 km
Time: 1 h

From Casale Cremasco to the fontanili of Camisano and back
Go outside the parking of the town hall in Casale Cremasco (see page 19) and turn right; at the
school turn right again onto the cycle track. Pedal until the half of the garden and then turn left in
via Broletto, then continue straight ahead in via degli Arceri and reach the fields lying between
the residential area and the sport facilities. Proceed the route onto the dirt track that leads to the
farmstead Rosa, where you have to follow the asphalted road that reaches the residential area
of Camisano; cross the centre of the city pedalling straight into via Fontanella, through which you
fast reach the fields. At the stop sign turn left onto a dirt road and go past the farmstead Ravezza;
turn left from the main road and follow the headland access path that runs along the bank of
a little irrigation ditch. After a few hundreds metres you reach some fontanili, near which you
can see the characteristic boundary stone that once marked the border between the Venetian
Republic and the Dukedom of Milan. Here take the dirt track on your left and follow it until the
stop-sign; turn right and then right again back into via Fontanella, going past the square at the
very close to the parish church of Saint John Baptist. It was built in 1592 on site of a 14-century
place of worship and today it preserves a paint of Callisto Caliari, a relative of the more famous
Paolo, who was the Venetian painter known as the Veronese. Next to the parish church the fine
Oratory stands; it is dedicated to St. Mary of the Snow, a name that reminds people of the
extraordinary snowfall happened on August 5, 1578 onto the houses of Camisano. Continue the
route and at the stop sign turn right to reach the crossroads lying at the end of the village. Here
turn left in via Vidolasco; at the following crossroads, which lies near a little chapel, turn right and
cycle until the first houses of Castel Gabbiano;
take via fienili, which is the first turning on
your left, and go past the park of Villa Griffoni
Sant’Angelo (see page 18). Turn left onto the
main road towards Vidolasco and after a few
hundreds metres turn right onto the dirt track
that runs through the fields and arrives near
the river Serio. Here turn left, pedalling onto
the narrow path on the riverbank and, after
bearing again left to admire the beautiful Villa
Serafina (see page 18), you find yourself near
the residential area of Vidolasco. Just opposite
the villa there’s a dirt track that snakes through
the fields and leads you back to the river and
to the track that ends in the village of Casale
Cremasco.

From Sergnano to the fontanile
of Campo dei Fiori

enter the village; at the stop sign go ahead into via San Pietro, passing between the homonym
church and the rural palace restructured with the shape of a neo-gothic castle. Now turn right
towards the war memorial, go past the little square and turn right, passing the neoclassic building
of the provostal church dedicated to Saint Benedict. Pedal until via Brede and then turn left and
at the following intersection immediately right, proceeding through the houses onto a dirt track to
reach the fields. At the following crossroads bear right and at the detached houses turn left going
beyond the barriers; cycle among the houses, then cross a parking and pedal onto the cycle track
in front of a building destined to the assistance for the elderly. Cross the main road and then turn
right passing by the side of the Farm Brugnole, then pedal along the dirt path through the fields to
reach the channel; here turn left onto the cycle track and arrive to the bridge in Izano. Now cross
the main road to find yourself on the opposite bank of the channel and then pass over the first
bridge you meet to cross again the water course in the direction of the village. At the crossroads
turn right and go past the 17th-century villa Severgnini Carpani (see page 19); from here go
straight ahead to reach the Sanctuary of the Holy Virgin Pallavicina (see page 29). Continue your
route onto the cycle track and at the intersection take the turning on the right named via Dossi;
follow it bearing right and you arrive to the channel Vacchelli. Cross it with the help of a bridge
and cycle onto the opposite bank until an intersection. Turn right towards some factories and cross
again the channel, then turn left twice to cross the channel Vacchelli another time. Cross the main
street and continue straightforward into via Tesini to reach the interesting Museum of rural culture
(see page 34). Now turn onto the cycle track on the left that leads to the neo-gothic castle called
Ettore Tower; here turn right and then pedal straight; after a while the church of Saint Roch will
appear on your left (see pages 28-29). Cycle bordering the church on the left, then turn right and
immediately left arriving to the main square of the village, which is the starting point of the route.
You can end your tour here, or you can continue a little farther going past the town hall and then
turning right into via Clavelli Martini. Here the historic palace of the Valdameri family stands; it is
the actual seat of the Civic Library. Now follow the street on the right named via della Battaglia
and at the stop sign go straight getting onto the cycle track. On the way please notice the building
of a former factory and the church of the Madonna del Pozzo, which was built in the end of the
XVIII Century in spite of a pre-existing religious building.

Route 04b

dei polli, which lies around a court with a three-side-porch. This is a perfect observation
point to notice the difference in height of the plateau of Romanengo (see page 60), near
which the monotony of the valley is broken by the ups and downs of the ground. At the
first houses of Romanengo turn left into via Roma onto the reserved lane and cycle to turn
right into via Fratelli de Brazzi. It’s a short run to the little square Gaetano di Rauso where
you can find the 16th-century church of Saint Mary of Misery, which once was enclosed
to the homonym Franciscan monastery built in 1480. Go straight ahead passing along
the side of Saint John Baptist and Biagio’s parish church and reach the centre of the
square, stopping in front of the church’s façade. Here the stunning neoclassical temple
stands; its building replaced the ancient parish church, which fell down in ruins after the
terrible earthquake of 1802. The square hosts also the town hall, behind which there’s an
ancient spinning mill. A short deviation along via Castello leads to the rests of the manor
(see page 12). Go back to the square and turn right into via Togliatti; follow the cycle
track that crosses the park and go past a parking area lying at the end of it, then turn
right. At the stop sign cross the main street and pedal through the fields in the direction
of the farmstead San Giorgio. Continue straight to reach the suggestive locality called
dell’Albera (see pages 18-19). Here a manor house, a private church and the rooms for
the ploughmen are set in row. Bear left to round the block of buildings and arrive at the
stop sign, where turning right you reach the residential area of Ticengo. Now bend right
into via Mulino to reach the centre of the village where you can admire Palazzo Caffi,
which was built on the rests of an old castle, and the little 15th-century church dedicated
to Saint Andrews Apostle, which presents a neoclassic façade. At the following stop sign
turn left cycling along the side of a farmstead and reach the square Caduti di tutte le
Guerre. Here turn right into via Castelletti
and then turn left into via Pallavicina. At
the following crossroads turn right and
mind the traffic. Now take the first turning
on your left towards Villacampagna and
pedal until the hamlet. At the stop sign
turn left getting into via delle Fontane,
which runs through vegetation. Cycle on
until the street becomes asphalted and
slopes from the level of the Oglio valley.
In a few minutes you arrive to the splendid
Sanctuary of Saint Mary of Graces (see
pages 29 and 43), which is worth a visit.
Now continue your route until you reach
an intersection: in front of you there’s a
chapel dedicated to dead people, as you
can see from the five skulls hosted into the
niche. Turn right going down the sliding
street named via Borgo di Sotto that will

bring you to the city walls, on the left of
which there’s an old watermill. Go past
it and follow the walls passing under the
beautiful fortress. Cycle until the end of
a street flanked with trees and then turn
left. At the traffic light turn left and then
immediately left again to pass through
St Peter’s door, entering the city centre.
Go past the parish church and the press
Museum will appear on your right (see
page 38). It lies just before the square
dedicated to Garibaldi. Now turn left into
via IV Novembre where a lot of notable
buildings stand, among which there are
St Jacob’s church and the 15th-century
palace Azzanelli. At the end of the street,
just after a Villa in Art Nouveau-style, turn
right into via della Valle and pass in front
of the rests of a spinning mill and under
a Sforza fortress (see page 20). Finally,
follow the street that runs opposite the
entrance of the stronghold and turn right
to reach again Garibaldi’s square.

From the centre of Sergnano turn into
via Serio and get onto the dirt track
lying on the riverbank; follow it and
cycle along the cycle track on the side
of the main street to reach the cemetery
of Trezzolasco. Pedal until the centre
of the hamlet and then turn right into
Vicolo Serio, where the dirt track on the
riverbank continues. Follow the street
on your left and cross the main road;
now go straight ahead in the direction
of Colomberone, a locality that hosts
the rests of an ancient castle. Go past

The farmstead in the Cremasque
The rural buildings that are scattered
through the territory of the Cremasque
and of the whole Lombardy are an
empiric sign of the old way of living
and working of the former inhabitants.
Besides, they reminds us of the actual
importance of agriculture and animal
breeding on this territory, which can
be a good alternative to the industrial
exploitation of lands. That’s the reason
why we’ll focus on the extant and active
farmstead, missing out the examples
of abandoned farms that have been
damaged by time and weather. The
extant and productive farms have been
handed down from father to son, thus
having kept on and renovated rural
activities for centuries. New structures
have been built next to old buildings, to
render the farms more functional for the
actual ways of production; the wellknown silos are the clearest example
of this remodernization. The first step in
the evolution of the modern farmstead,
which encloses both the productive and
the residential area of the farm, dates
back to the XIX Century, when former
rural depositories became residences
for one or more families. They were
structured in the shape of a court with
the rooms lying around the central yard
to suit the need of a common space that
could be used both for working and
everyday-life activities. In the middle of
the court there was the sunny threshing

floor where the farmer put cereals to dry,
which was overlooked by the barchesse,
i.e. rural porches used like deposits
for tools and rural machines. Another
part of the porch was used to store
foodstuffs and it was also the family’s
meeting point after the hard working
day. The complex usually enclosed
also barns and stables, which were
set farther from the centre of the court.
The stables were structure in a single
building, which was usually divided
into spans. The residential area of the
farmstead occupied one three-storey-side
of the court and it had a characteristic
division: kitchen and living room on
the ground floor, bedrooms on the first
floor and a granary in the attic. This
organization of the farmstead remained
the same until last century, when the
phenomenon of remodernization of the
production affected also the rural world,
thus determining the use of tractors in
spite of cows and horses. Anyway, the
mechanization of agriculture didn’t cause
the depopulation of the country; in the
territory around Crema there are in fact
a lot of extant and well-conserved farms,
which testify that the culture of land
is deeply rooted in the society of this
territory.

Route 04a
Lenght: 23,6 km
On dirt track: 14,8 km
Time: 2 h
From Offanengo to Trigolo and back
The route starts from the residential area of
Offanengo, a Longobard settlement that
is documented for the first time in the year
947. From the main street pedal into via Don
Stanghellini through the ramp lying at the basis
of the parish church. The religious building has
a neoclassical façade and hosts interesting
paintings of Caravaggesque affection. At
the stop sign turn right and after a short way
get onto the cycle-pedestrian pavement. At
the end of the village turn left to take the
junction on the left that permits you to cross
the well-travelled main road; it is a dirt track
that rounds some industrial buildings and then
snakes through the fields until it meets the
Vacchelli Channel. Here turn right getting onto
the cycle path that runs along the riverbank;
go past the first bridge and at the second
bridge on the river take the turning on your
left in the direction of a brick chimney, the
last remaining part of an ancient 19th-century
furnace. At the stop sign go straight ahead
into the street Guido Albergoni to reach the
locality Vergonzana, seat of the Bishop’s
Seminary, of the near church and of Villa
Oldi Zurla (see “focus on”). Cycle until you
arrive near a mill and at the stop sign turn left;
go past the vertical sign at the entrance of
the common of Izano and then take the dirt
path on your right that runs through the fields
towards the first houses of the village. At the
following intersection turn right and then turn
left to get into via Giovanni Paolo II; cycle on
and go past the cloister standing on the side
of Saint Biagio’s parish church, which was

built in Gothic style. Now take the street in
front of a school that turns left and then goes
right into via Cittadella. Pedal along the sober
brick building of the Oratory of Saint Roch,
which preserves part of 15th-century frescoes
and a statue of the XVI Century portraying
the Mother and Child together with the Saints
Roch and Sebastian. Continue your route
bearing left in the direction of the town hall;
noteworthy is also the near 18th-century Villa
Foglia Cremonesi (see page 19), which is
close to the banks of the Vacchelli Channel.
Pass over the bridge and cycle onto the cycle
track that runs along the right side of the
water course, following the flow direction that
at first turns right to run straight towards the
south and then bears left in the direction of the
east. Cycle along the channel and go past an
intersection with a dirt track in the very close
to a farmstead; here turn right onto the bridge
provided with mechanical locks and cycle in
the direction of the bell tower that rises among
the houses of Trigolo. Follow the street and

the right side of the railway near the
first houses of Capralba. At the first stop
sign turn right overpassing the level
crossing. Pedal through the houses of
the village and at the roundabout set in
the middle of it turn left into via Roma.
Some hundreds metres farther, just after
a bridge on the ditch Rino, a water mill
stands against the wall of a house (see
page 21). Stop for a moment to observe
the fine mechanical work and the near
“fontanile delle Canne”and then return to
your route in the direction of Sergnano.
Now go past the hamlet Campisco di
Sopra and then turn right cycling along
the channel that leads to Campisco di
Sotto. At the stop sign go straight and
pass the main street; continue cycling
until the station of Casaletto Vaprio,
where the route ends.

Lenght: 13,2 km
On dirt track: 5,2 km
Time: 1 h
From Offanengo to Romanengo
and Trigolo
From the main square of Offanengo bear left
and follow via Conti dei Offanengo, then turn
right into via Santa Lucia that brings you among
the fields; cycle in the direction of the locality
Ronchi and at the third intersection turn right.
Go past a fontanile and take the first turning on
your left; pedal until you find an imposing farm
building, then turn right. At the stop sign turn
right again getting into an asphalted street and
after a short while turn left through the fields,
onto the junction with a dirt path that runs on
your right. Turn onto it and cycle ahead going
past the farm of Saint Peter, which lies at the

very close to the plateau of Romanengo. Pedal
until the first houses of Romanengo and then go
straight into via Roma, budging onto the reserved
lane; after a while turn right into via Fratelli de
Brazzi, which leads to the little square dedicated
to Gaetano di Rauso. The 16th-century church
of Saint Mary of Mercy overlooks the square.
Now continue straight ahead cycling along the
side of Saint John Baptist and Biagio’s parish
church and pedal until the middle of the square;
here take the street on the right named via
Castello and then the one on the left named via
Marconi. At the roundabout turn left and pass
through a cycle-pedestrian underpass to reach
the secondary street on the left of the cemetery,
which runs along the Civic Canal of Cremona
for a good while. Cycle until the farmstead
Todeschino and then turn left pedalling among
the fields to reach the farmstead named
Colombara Nuova, which stands near Trigolo;
here your route meets the route 4A.

Vergonzana, hamlet of Crema
The rural residential area of Vergonzana,
which lies onto a bend of the Serio
Morto a few kilometres far from the
centre of Crema, dates probably back
to the Renaissance. In fact, there are
visible signs of an old renaissance
fortified settlement, such as a little tower
and some extant parts of defensive
walls, which could be the rests of an old
castle later enclosed into the complex
of Villa Oldi Zurla. Villa Zurla is one of
the clearest examples of rural residence
in the Cremasque and it is balanced
between the severe linearity of the
façade, which is far from the extravagant
features of the Baroque, and the refined
classic style of the arcades and of the
ionic pillars that regularly divide the airy
porch. The Zurla family possesses also
the 19th-century palace of the Counts
Albergoni, to which the main street of the
hamlet is dedicated. A lot of buildings
overlook this street, among which the
church of Saint Roch is to be mentioned.
Its building was related to the atrocious
plague that spread in the 1520s across
the country of Crema, which at the time
was at the centre of territorial conflicts
among the main powerful governments.
The building of the church began after
the end of the war and the extinction
of the epidemic, as a thanksgiving to
God by the population of Vergonzana.
The church of Saint Roch is documented
to be already in function in 1580. The

actual features of the religious building
aren’t the original renaissance ones,
which were radically altered in the XVIII
Century. Today a big window surmounts
the fine portal, which presents two
pilasters at its sides. The inner side of the
church presents harmonious proportions
and it is divided into regular modules
by pilaster strips and arches forming
chapels, all decorated with stucco
friezes. Hung on the walls there are a
lot of paintings of the main artists of
the Cremasque, such as the Crucifixion
by Carlo Urbino (1525-1585) and the
banner used for processions painted
by Gian Giacomo Barbelli from Offago
(1624-1656). Next to the outer side of
the church the bell tower rises; on its
top it presents a peculiar octagonal
dado surmounted by a cupola. Before
leaving the hamlet the palace seat of
the Bishop’s Seminary named Giovanni
Paolo II is worth the visit, since it has
been standing in Vergonzana for more
than a decay.

06

In the land
of the fontanili
Lenght: 15 km
On dirt track: 6,4 km
Time: 1 h

Lenght: 20,5 km
On dirt track: 13,6 km
Time: 2 h

the bridge and pedal through the fields
until you reach a crossroads near a
breeding, where turning left you reach
the Fontanile of Campo dei Fiori. Cycle
on and overpass a ditch with the help of
a foot- and cycle bridge, then turn right
and go ahead into a little street. Now
turn left and follow the street bearing
left, go past an abandoned farmstead
and turn right. Go past another farm
and take the street on your left and then
turn immediately right towards a peculiar
industrial block of buildings. When you
reach the walls of the industrial area
turn left onto the path that runs among
the fields, which leads you back to the
outskirts of Sergnano.

04

05

Route 05a

Route 02c

Through Canals
and channels

On the shores
of the Fulcheria
island
Route 03

Route 02b

Route 05b

Route 05c

Lenght: 7,8 km
On dirt track: 2,7 km
Time: 40 min

Lenght: 6,5 km
On dirt track: 5,3 km
Time: 30 min

From Quintano to Trescore Cremasco
Cycle across the residential area of Quintano into via IV Novembre to reach the
town hall, and then turn right into via dei Sücür and continue straight ahead.
At the first crossroads turn right into via Mussi, which bends right, and then turn
left to reach a stop sign on the main street. Cross it carefully and cycle into via
Galilei, which runs in front of you and leads to the centre of Pieranica, where you
can admire a 19th-century watermill (see page 21). Now you can choose to follow
via Mulino, which will bring you to the rural chapel of the Virgin of the fields, next
to which the fresh waters of the fontanile Desgiò spring. Go back to the main route
and at the intersection turn left into via Roma, along which the 18th-century villa
Corti stands, and at the stop sign turn left into the street that leads you to the
centre of Torlino. Here turn left into via Ottaviano Vimercoli and continue onto
the cycle track until the town cemetery. Now the track becomes dirt and bends
towards the fields. Immerse yourself in nature and reach the outskirts of Trescore
Cremasco, where you have to turn right to get onto the cycle track. After a short
way turn left into via Matteotti and cycle in the direction of Casaletto Vaprio.

Variant to the fontanili delle
lotte and of Gaverine
From the centre of Capralba you
have to cycle shortly along via
Caravaggio to turn then right into
via Raffaello Sanzio. Follow the
rows for the fontanile delle lotte and
after having visited it continue your
route onto the dirt track to reach the
railway. Cross carefully the railway
lines and cycle along the path
through the fields that leads you to
the Fonti Gaverine, also known as
fontanili dei Mosi, from which the
Roggia Cremasca starts. It appears
for the first time in a document of
the year 1374 and it is one of the
main irrigation ditches of the country

around Crema. Many channels and
canals actually start from it creating
a liquid net that permits the irrigation
of the southwestern fields of the
area. Go past the natural springs
and at the stop sign turn right to turn
immediately left into via Fronasette. At
the intersection turn left into via Santo
Stefano that after a short run turns
through the fields and reaches the
route 05a near the farmstead Volpino.

The fontanili of the Cremasque
The fontanili represent one of the typical
phenomena of the Cremasque and
their thick presence on the territory
testifies the happy relationship between
man and nature. Their origin has to do
with water, of course, and is related to
human transformation and modification
of the hydrography of the area during
the centuries, which have rendered
swamps and marshes the rural farms
and cultivated fields you see today.
These works started in the first centuries
of the Middle Ages, when the waters
that sprang from the soil became to
be drained through the construction
of hydric works, which collected the
exceeding water and brought it to the
surrounding fields. That’s the reason why
the fontanili are composed of two main
parts: the head, which is an artificial
water basin that permits the springing
of water, and the bar, which is a ditch
along which water runs to reach the near
cultures. At the extremes of the hydric
building there are the so called polle,
i.e. metal tubes from which waters spring
incessantly with a constant temperature
between 10 and 15 Celsius degrees. This
is a big advantage in winter, since water
can be used for the formation of water
meadows. From the naturalistic point of
view, the fontanili regulate the flow of
water coming from the sources, modifying
in this way the physic conformation of the
springs but maintaining the bio-chemical

characteristics of water. The purity and
the high level of oxygen present in
these waters favour the development
of complex ecosystems that may reflect
the original florist formation of the Po
Valley. The shadow is therefore provided
by a lot of arboreal species, such as
oaks, black and white poplars, elms,
alders, hazels, willows, planes and locus
trees, while on the bed of the water a
variety of flora grows, among which
we mention the water crowfoot, the
duckweed, the water bulrush and the
yarrow. This is also an ideal place for a
lot of animal species, such as the squirrel,
the hedgehog, the rabbit, the pheasant
and the water rail, the owl and the
nightingale, together with green toads
and frogs that welcome visitors with their
jumps.

Banks and
rivals of the
river Oglio
Route 06a

Lenght: 25,3 km
On dirt track: 10,3 km
Time: 2 h
From Soncino to Romanengo and
back
The starting point of the route is the
square dedicated to Garibaldi, where
the architectonic building of the town
hall stands (for the description of the city
centre’s buildings see the “focus on”).
Going north take the turning on your right
named via Martiri Soncinesi and then
cycle into via Orefici; go past a reddish
porch and follow the street that bends
left and reaches the square San Martino.
Now cycle along via Longobarda that
leads to one of the four doors that in
the past were the only entries to the city.
Just before it turn left into via Bastioni
dei Balestrieri, where some circle towers
stand; though they have lost their upper
part, the towers are well conserved. Now
pass under Porta san Rocco and pass
over the bridge. Turn right into via Cesare
Battisti and cross the street to get onto
the cycle track; go past the garden and
then turn left into via Cavalieri di Vittorio
Veneto. At the stop sign turn right to exit
the village; you have to pass in front of a
rural palace with a fine wooden portal,
which is decorated with volutes. Go
on cycling through the fields and pass
behind the sport facilities, then at the stop
sign turn left and then immediately left
again into via Infontani. In the middle of
the street you meet a little tower that is
enclosed into the building of a farmstead.
Cycle onto the asphalted road and when
it becomes dirt bear right following the

path that runs along the channel. It’s a
short run to the following turning on the
left that brings you again onto a dirt
track. Go past the brick-kiln and at the
stop sign turn right cycling carefully onto
the main road until the following turning
on the right. Now turn immediately left
getting onto the track that runs through
the fields and at the intersection turn
right pedalling into the old street. At an
abandoned farmstead turn left onto a dirt
path, then cross the street and continue
in the direction of Melotta. Turn right to
go past the Canal of Melotta and cycle
along via Soncino, passing in front of the
chapel dedicated to the apparition of the
Virgin of Lourdes. At the first crossroads
turn left onto a dirt track and then turn left
again near a big farmstead. Pedal among
the fields to reach a peculiar rural chapel,
which is entirely painted in red. Get
onto the asphalted road and go straight
ahead, going past the rural farmstead Ca’

Route 06b
Lenght: 5,2 km
On dirt track: 0,3 km
Time: 30 min
Onto the plateau of Romanengo
From the canal turn left and cycle until
the main street; cross it carefully and
then take the first turning on your right.
A gentle uphill path leads onto the
plateau of Romanengo, at the top of
which there’s the court of the farmstead
Motta, with a little church standing at
its centre. Now your route continues
onto an enjoyable track that snakes
through the countryside and meets
some farmsteads on its way, among
which the one called della Mottella,
the one named Oliveto and the one
of the Canova are to be mentioned.
The last is characterized by a doubleporch-stable. Cycle on and go past
a romantic rural cemetery surrounded
by a fence, from which you can get
a glimpse of the delicate sculpture of
an angel rising from the grave of the
Premoli family.
At the stop sign you can notice a votive
edicule standing on your left, which is
dedicated to the Madonna.

Soncino, one of Italy’s most
beautiful villages
The towers of the burg represent the
image of Soncino so much so that they
stand onto the coat of arms of the
village, besides being considered to be a
symbol by its inhabitants. But the village
has not only the fortress! Behind it there’s
an entire hamlet, which is warm and
welcoming and where the medieval time
comes to mind thanks to red bricks and
to the urban plant; it actually preserves
its ancient structure with the residential
area enclosed by 15th-century defensive
walls, which can be entered only through
four doors. In the past each of these
openings had a sighting tower and a
drawbridge but they were destroyed by
Austrians in XIX Century and substituted
by simple pillars. Among the narrow
streets of the village there’s Garibaldi
square, seat of the administrative power,
which is represented by the Communal
Palace that overlooks it. In 1802 a terrible
earthquake convulsed the village and
damaged the Palace, which was partially
reconstructed; in its structure it enclosed
the Old Palace and the Consuls’ Palace,
both of the XII Century, the 13th-century
Podestà Palace and the New Palace,
which was built in the XV Century and
became the southern side of the block of
buildings. Beside this imposing structure,
the square hosts also the building called
Clock Tower and the Civic Tower, which
was built up in 1128 and provided with
two automatons in 1506. The ashlar-

worked arcades of the Communal Loggia
run along the perimeter of Saint Martin’s
square; the Loggia was built in 1879 and
is called “Red Porch” for the peculiar
colour of its floor. A sort of residential
tower, maybe built during the medieval
time, and the elegant Corvi Palace
overlook the same square. The Corvi
Palace was modified in the XVIII Century
but it still presents friezes, cornices and
tiles. Between the two quarters there’s
Via IV Novembre, once called Strada
Magna (main street), along which the
case-bottega stood. The case-bottega
were two-storey houses with a porch and
a workshop on the ground floor and the
residential rooms on the first floor. Later
in time the shops and the magazines
on the ground floor were converted
into houses, thus causing the building of
palaces in spite of workshops. Among
these palaces the 15th-century Palace
of the Azzanelli is to be mentioned;
its façade is decorated with trefoil
single-lanchet windows profiled with
terracotta, which are enriched by puttos,
festoons and garlands. Finally, St Jacob’s
complex is worth a visit; it is composed
of the 17th-century church, which is the
reconstruction of a Romanic building of
which the heptagonal bell tower remains,
and of the monastery. Opposite the
religious residence there’s the ancient
Pieve of Santa Maria Assunta.

